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ABSTRACT 

 

In the introduction of this paper I detail how I was able to “logically 

deduce” a set of “fundamental parameters”, as well as a “testable 

hypothesis”, directly and specifically related to the “fundamental act”, 

or “process” of the creation of the “original single point” of 

physical/spatial reference from which our entire universe was, thereby, 

directly and precisely “expanded/copied” from immediately following 

this specific “moment of creation”. I then provide in “section I" the 

details of how I was able to directly derive a very specific set of six odd 

numbered “factors of one” along with four “other factors” from the 

(186,300) value for the speed of light, precisely as I had “predicted" 

within the “testable hypothesis”. Then, in “sections II and III", I use this 

same set of ten fundamental factors of the process of creation to, in 

fact, provide the precise solutions for two of the biggest and long 

standing problems facing the modern day physics community. A 

completely “unified field theory/model" for the four forces of nature, 

and, a precisely derived and calculated solution to, and the correct 

equation for, the “observed/measure value" of the cosmological 

constant ~(7) × (10)-30 (g/cm)3. And therefore, given the extremely 

precise, directly derived, very well constructed and rather strongly 

validated nature of the material presented within this paper. 

Keywords: Fundamental parameters; Testable hypothesis; 

Cosmological constant; Fundamental act   
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INTRODUCTION 

Any "Act of creation", whether of a purely conceptual/physical, mathematical/geometrical, spatial and/or structural 

mechanical nature can be seen as a "process”, whereby a specific set of "component elements”, or “factors", are, 

indeed, somehow "combined" together to "produce" a specific "product", or "result; in direct and specific accordance with 

the underlying natures and the fundamental properties of the specific factorial components involved. From this relative 

point of perspective we can deduce that the specific set of factors involved in the process of the creation of the original 

point of physical space did, in fact, contain the necessary, purely "non-physical" component elements to, indeed, 

"produce" both the original circular/spherical point of spatial reference, which would thereby become the "base unit" of 

physical/spatial measure, as well as, all of the "other" underlying "fundamental characteristics/forces of nature" that 

would all have been necessarily "set" at this specific "moment of creation" or “point in time", such as the electromagnetic 

force. The force of gravity and the speed of light, which itself would seem to be the “result" or "total product", of all of the 

actual "component elements" involved in this specific “act/process/equation”, of creation from a relative state of 

"nothingness" or “conceptual zero” [1]. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Furthermore, it would seem that the process of the creation of a single point or "base unit", of "physical/spatial one" from 

a relative state of nothingness and the creation of a "conceptual/mathematical/numerical one" from a relative state of 

"zero" would quite logically be "fundamentally linked", if not "factorially speaking" the "exact same thing”. Whereby a 

specific "numerical subset" that I call the (factors of one) are directly involved in the creation of both 

"conceptual/mathematical one" and the "physical/spatial/ circular/spherical manifestation of spatial one". 

And thus, we can "logically derive" the following "creation equation" from a rather simple examination of the fundamental 

concepts and general component aspects involved in this "creation process" [2]. 

Whereby,  

((Factors of one) × (Other factors))=(Speed of light)  

And this true, correct and precise numerical value of conceptual one would, by its fundamental nature, have to be made 

up from a specific set of odd numbered factors, which when combined together, would in fact, produce the necessary 

odd numbered value for true conceptual one...the “Quintessential odd number”. And this set of odd numbered factors 

would also be precisely representative of the necessary geometrical/spherical/structural mechanical components 

needed to, indeed, create the circular based, original point of spatial reference; which, itself would seem to have to be 

made up of at least “factorial elements” to precisely build the three fundamental dimensions of spatial reference, plus 

another “factor” for the “time” component and at least two more “factors” that would have to represent the two general 

aspects of "matter"~ it's “internal quantum structure” and it's “relative state of motion”, or it’s "spinstate"~ for a total of 

at least factors of one... which would have to all be "odd numbered" factors in order to, in fact, be able to precisely 

produce the required "odd numbered result" for the true, correct and precisely derived value of true conceptual one 

“correct...!!??”  

And so, it would rather clearly seem that we should be looking for a specific set of at least 6 odd numbered factors of 

"conceptual/physical one" along with a few "other factors" that would account for the electromagnetic force and gravity, 

etc., that would, indeed, seem to be “hidden in plain sight” within the speed of light's numerical value of (186,300) 

mps….!!??  
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Thus, with this precisely derived logical conclusion about the underlying “Fundamental factorial foundations" of the 

process of creation itself, it would seem that we now have a very “Testable hypothesis” to investigate knowing precisely 

"what" to look for and exactly "where" to find it…!!! [3]. 

In the three sections that follow I have provided the details of how I was able to use a set of six odd numbered “factors of 

one” that I had subsequently developed to, indeed, precisely derive a total of ten fundamental factors of this” process of 

creation” directly from the (186,300) numerical value for the speed of light and how I then used these ten "keys to the 

kingdom" to precisely solve the two biggest problems in modern day physics~. The unified structural mechanical model 

of the four fundamental forces of nature~ the “holy grail" of physics... and.... The precisely derived equation for and the 

solution to the “cosmological constant's observed value” of (7) × (10)-30 (g/cm)3... which was predicted to be (10)96 by 

the leading experts in QMT before being able to be precisely measured with advancements in technology around 1998. 

Given the very logically deduced and precisely derived nature' of my overall theory of creation and the fundamental 

factorial foundations upon which it was, indeed, rather profoundly built and precisely constructed, as well as, the 

undeniably precise and extremely compelling validation of my theory with the precise solutions for the two biggest 

problems that the modern day physics community has been trying to solve for quite some time now, I feel that I have 

provided herein the true, correct and precisely derived structural mechanical blueprints for the fundamental process by 

which our universe was, indeed, “created”!!! [4]. 

DISCUSSION 

Section I: The fundamental factors of creation because I had recognized when I was in student n the fourth grade that 

there was a major problem with the decimal system's valuation of its "base unit" of measurement, "decimal one"~ 

(1.000~)~ which you can clearly see for yourselves with a close look at the number line below: 

(1.000~1)/(1.000~)/(0.999~9)..… that decimal one, (1.000~), is an "even number"... and cannot, therefore, possibly be 

the true, correct and precisely derived value of true conceptual one. I was uniquely able to develop a set of six odd 

numbered “factors of one” (3/7/9/11/13/37) that when multiplied together equals (999,999) pieces of one, suggesting 

that a true value for conceptual one would be equal to (0.999999). I was then able to strongly validate this specific set of 

odd numbered factors of one by precisely deriving this very same set of six factors of one from the numerical value for 

the speed of light~ (186,300) mps~ as well as, a total of four “other factors” in the following manner.... 

Firstly, I removed the two natural nines that are clearly suggested to be found within the (186,300) value for the speed of 

light and then the (22) factor related to the fundamental circular component of circumference from the "Pi" ratio as 

follows: (186,300) divided by (9)=(20,700) divided by (9)=(2,300) divided by (22)=(104 12/22)=(104.545454~).  

From which I then removed my set of six factors of one ~(3/7/9/11/13/37) leaving the tenth factorial component… 

The 66 digit repeating sequence below: (.000104545559 ..091013636468 ..181922727377 ..272831818286 

..363740909195 ..454650~) which, as you can see, forms its own logarithmic table. As well as, contains many more 

structural/numerical progression patterns within its repetitious structural mechanical configuration [5]. 

        Section II: The completely unified pyramidal model of creation 

These six “factors of one” were developed in an attempt to calculate the true value of conceptual one by using three sets 

of odd numbered pairs of factors to create an "over/under average value" for conceptual one~ (7) × (13)=(91)... or (9) 

under+(9) × (11)=(99)....or (1) under=(10) under... averaged against...(3) × (37)=(111)...or (11) over for a net of (1) 

over... 
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Which when all multiplied together produced a total of (999,999) pieces of one....strongly suggesting that true 

conceptual one=(0.999999). This was the general reasoning that I used to actually look for and to then develop these six 

odd numbered factors for the calculation of the true value of conceptual one… 

The actual underlying relevance of which may now be seen in how these three numerical pairings are, indeed, precisely 

reflected within the structural mechanical model that I was able to thereby “construct” with these six fundamental 

factorial elements that are, in fact, directly related to both the mathematical/numerical and to the spatial/geometrical 

manifestations of true conceptual one. And thus, I was able to very quickly recognize the following structural mechanical 

configuration of these ten factorial components that was being quite naturally suggested from their own relative values 

and from the same relative pairings that I had used in the basic development of f these six factors of one: the pyramidal 

structural mechanical model of the ten factors of creation. (*) \: (.000104~), (3)(37)\:  (111), (9)(22)(9) \: (1782), 

(7)(9)(11)(13) \: (9009) [6].  

Whose relative values clearly reflect the precise relative differences between each of the four fundamental forces of 

nature... with each of the four levels of the pyramidal model being precisely representative of the underlying components 

of and relative total values for each of the four fundamental forces of our natural universe in this descending order [7]. 

Gravity: (.000104~) 

Weak nuclear: (111) 

Electro-magnetic: (1782) 

Strong nuclear: (9009) 

Which can also each be interpreted in terms of their structural mechanical forms generated from the specific structural 

mechanical related factorial components from which each force is clearly revealed to be “created” with on each 

successive level of the pyramidal model [8]. 

Whereby:  

Gravity waveform: 66 digit repeating sequence=(.000104~)=Force of gravity 

Matter: (3) spin rotations × (37) quantum particles=(111)=Weak nuclear force 

EMF waveform: (9) × (9)=(81) revolutions of (22) arcs of circumference …=(1782)=EMF force 

Space-time:  (7) × (11) × (13)=3 dimensions × (9) units of time=(9009)=Strong nuclear force 

The precise validity of these structural mechanical models of the four forces and of the fundamental properties of space-

time, matter, the EMF and gravity we will now put to a “very precise test” to see how close my set of ten directly derived 

factorial components and my structural mechanical/fundamental forces model that was directly and precisely built from 

them can come to actually calculating the now precisely measured/observed value for the vacuum energy density of 

space itself, known as the cosmological constant, (7) × (10)-30 (g/cm)3 [9]. 

Section III: The precise solution for the cosmological constant 

Upon looking into the general history of and the major problem that had been very clearly and surprisingly revealed within 

the overall theory of quantum mechanics after the precise measurement of the vacuum energy density of space or the 
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cosmological constant, was able to finally be made around 1998, due to the incredibly erroneous prediction for the value 

of this fundamental property of space of (10)96 (g/cm)3 that was made directly from the fundamental tenets of QMT itself 

that was thereby shown to be 126 orders of magnitude off of the actual, now precisely measured value for the 

cosmological constant of (7) × (10)-30 (gcm)3… I became aware of the fact that nobody seemed to have a clear 

understanding of exactly what and how to actually and precisely calculate the correct solution for the cosmological 

constant in any way, shape or form whatsoever [10]. 

So, I started to play around with the factorial numbers from my creation model and I was able to come up with the 

following equation that provides the precise solution for this fundamental property of space, using nine of the ten factors 

of creation that I have just shown you, to be calculated accordingly [11].   

Cosmological constant=(1)/8(Pi) × ((Matter)(Spacetime)(EMF))3  

Whereby: 

8(Pi)=Einstein's adjustment factor (from the field equations for his theory of relativity) and so, with my numbers inserted 

into this equation, we get:  

(1)/8(Pi) × ((111) × (9009) x (1782))3=(1)/8(Pi) × ((999,999) × (1782))3  

Or  

(1)/8(Pi) × (999,997,000,002,999,999) × (5,658,783,768)  

Or  

(1)/8(Pi) × (5,658,766,791,665,672,345,645,216,232) 

Wherein: 

(1) divided by (5,658, 765, 791, 665, 672, 345, 645, 216, 232)=(0.176) × (10)-27=(1.76) × (10)-28 

And thus…. 

(1.76)/8(Pi)  

Or  

(176/7)=(.07) × (10)-28  

Or 

=(7) × (10)-30 (g/cm)3 

The precise solution for the observed/measured value of the cosmological constant [12].   

CONCLUSION 

thus, given my precise solution for this fundamental property of the vacuum. Energy density of space, as well as, the true 

and correct equation for its precise calculation that conforms perfectly with my completely unified pyramidal model of the 

process of creation/four fundamental forces of nature and the relative descriptions of the various component factors 

from which each was, indeed, “precisely constructed" it would seem that the “collective weight” of the directly derived 

and precisely constructed material that I have herein provided would, in fact, rather strongly and precisely validate my 
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overall factorial based theory of the creation of the universe that I have presented within this scientific research paper. 
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